
What if the 
organization I 
adopted through 
had a 24/7 
support chat

there was a user 
portal where i 
could see 
potential pet 
matches, keep 
track of my 
adoption process 
progress, had 
access to pre and 
post adoption 
resources and 
reach out to a 
shelter employee/
volunteer with 
any questions i 
had

What if the pets 
had apple watch 
health vitals 
recorded through 
their collars

there were live 
cameras in the 
shelter so i can 
see the animals 
interact with each 
other and other 
people

I wish I could see 
a nanny cam of all 
of the dogs in the 
the shelter so I 
can monitor them 
before I go to visit 
them

what if there was 
a reward system 
for the amount 
you donated and 
each stage will 
have new benifits

What if I have a 
case worker/
mentor who 
checks in on me 
and is available to 
help me with 
questions for the 
first year I have 
my dog

What if there was 
an alexa/google 
skill that I could 
ask my questions 
and it knew the 
information about 
my pet to cater 
the answer

what if the shelter 
could notify me 
when a dog that 
is compatible 
with me is put up 
for adoption

What if the 
donation form on 
the website is 
broken down by 
cost of items and 
vet services, so I 
can quickly and 
easily  see what 
my money is 
helping with

what if the shelter 
gave new pet 
parents a care 
package with all 
of the items they 
would need

What if chewy 
partnered with 
paws so you coul 
set up donations 
to be sent to the 
shelter directly 
from the 
company
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